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Abst rac t  
Cauchy singular integral equations on an interval are studied in weighted spaces of continuous functions. Convergence 
rates for a general method for their numerical solution are proved in weighted uniform norms. Applications of these results 
to the collocation method and the quadrature method are given. 
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I. Introduction 
The present paper contains an immediate continuation of the investigations in [4] and presents a
new concept for studying weighted uniform convergence of polynomial approximation methods like 
collocation and quadrature methods and proving error estimates. The main tool in this approach is 
to define weighted spaces of continuous functions depending on the order of best weighted uniform 
approximation by algebraic polynomials and to study the mapping properties of the Cauchy singular 
integral operator as well as of integral operators with regular and weakly singular kernels. So it 
becomes also possible to investigate collocation and quadrature methods in case of Cauchy singular 
integral equations with weakly singular perturbation kernels in weighted spaces of continuous func- 
tions. Such equations were studied recently in special cases and error estimates were given in other 
norms. The paper [10] deals with the weighted L2-convergence of the quadrature method. In [1, 8] 
the case of a logarithmic singularity is investigated in weighted Sobolev spaces. In [5] weighted 
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uniform convergence of collocation and discrete collocation methods is considered for Cauchy sin- 
gular integral equations with constant coefficients and weakly singular perturbation kernels of the 
form h(x,t )  = H(x , t ) l t  - x[ -~ . 
The paper is organized as follows. In Sections 2 and 3 we agree upon some notations and give the 
definitions of the function spaces and some auxiliary material. Section 4 is devoted to the proofs of 
the mapping properties of the occurring operators. Section 5 gives a general view on our approach for 
investigating polynomial approximation methods in weighted uniform norms. In Section 6 collocation 
and quadrature methods are considered, and Section 7 presents ome numerical results. 
2. Notations 
We consider Cauchy singular integral equations of the form 
a(x)v(x)  + 1 f b(t)v(t)  dt + 1 f l  . . . . .  ho(x , t )v( t )dt  = f(x) ,  x E ( -1 ,1 )  (2.1) 
J-1 t - -x  n J_l  
or  
a(x)v(x)  + b(x) 1 v(t) dt + - ho(x , t )v( t )dt  = fo(x) ,  x E (--1, 1) (2.2) 
n -1 t - -x  rc 1 
for the unknown function v : ( -1 ,1 )  ~ C. Here a,b : [ -1,1]  ---+ E, f ,  fo  : ( -1 ,1 )  ~ C and 
h0 : ( -1 ,  1) 2 --~ C (or h0 : ( -1 ,  1) 2 \ {x = t} ~ C) are given functions. The assumptions on a and 
b and the derivation of equivalent formulations of (2.1) and (2.2) we take literally from [4]. We 
assume that there exists a function 
N-+-I 
c(x) = ~(x) 11 I x - cjl -~j, 
j=0 
where -1  = cs+l < ""  < Co = 1; 7j > -1 ,  j = 0, 1 , . . . ,N + 1; N E ~ := {0, 1,2,...}; Y(x) > 0, 
x E [--1, 1], such that B(x)  := b(x)c(x)  is a polynomial. Furthermore, in what follows, we suppose 
that 
(A1) a,b,Y E C °", 0 < r/ < 1; 
(A2) 70-t- c~ > -1 ,  7N+1 4- fl > --1; 
(A3) B(Y) = 0 and 2 E [--1, 1] imply b(2) = 0; 
(A4) r(x)  := v/[a(x)] 2 + [b(x)] 2 > 0 for all x E [ -1,  1]. 
Here we denote by C p# = CP#[ -1 ,  1], p E N, 0 < 7~< 1, the Banach space of all complex-valued 
functions over [ -1,  1], which are p times continuously differentiable and whose pth derivatives are 
Hrlder continuous with exponent 7- A norm in C p'7 is given by 
p 
Ilullp,, -- E Ilu¢ )ll  + c ,  (u(P)), 
k=0 
where 
C~(u) : sup{Ix - t l-~lu(x) - u(t)l "x,t  E [ -1,  1], x • t}, 
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and Ilullo  = sup{ lu (x ) l  : x E [ -1 ,  1]} denotes the norm in the Banach space C = C[ -1 ,  1] of  all 
complex-valued and continuous functions over [ -1 ,  1]. The real numbers ~ and fl are defined by 
~=2+g(1)E( - -1 ,1 )  and f l=2_ - -g ( - -1 )E ( - -1 ,1 ) ,  
where 2 and 2_ are integers and g : [ -1 ,  1] ~ ~ is a continuous function satisfying 
a(x) - ib(x) : r(x)e i~g(x) forx E [--1, 1]. 
For x E ( -  1, 1 ) we define the weight functions 
f l g(t) ao(X) = (1 -  x))'(1 q-x) ~- exp dt, r(x) t t -- x 
(1 --x)-;~(1 +x)  -~- f l  g(t) 
//o(X) r(x) exp j_ dt, 
- lX - - t  
and 
a(x)-  r0(x) u(x)- re(x) 
c(x )  ' c (x )  " 
Then a(x) and #(x) are generalized Jacobi weights, which can be written in the form (cf. [13, 
Proposition 9.7; 2]) 
N W(X)  
a(x) = (1 -- xf°+=(1 + xf  u+'+e H I x -- cJl" r(x)~(x) '  
j=l 
N 1 
/z(x) ---- (1 - xf°-~(1 + x f  u+'-t~ H I x - cjl ~j r (x)~(x)w(x) '  
j=l 
where w E C o," and w(x)  > 0 for x E [--1, 1]. Now, in case of  Eq. (2.1) we shall seek the solution 
in the form v = o-0u and define h(x,t)  = ho(x,t)c(t), while in case of  Eq. (2.2) we set v = au. 
Moreover, in case of Eq. (2.2) we define h(x, t) = c(x)ho(x, t) and f (x )  = c(x) fo(x) .  Then, instead 
of  (2.1) and (2.2), we investigate the equivalent equations 
i f  I B(t)u(t )a(t )  i f  1 
a(x)ao(X)U(X) ÷ - tZ  x dt + - h(x , t )u( t )a( t )dt  = f (x )  (2.3) 
7r 1 7r, 1 
and 
B(x) /'_ u(t )a(t )  dt + l f~  a(x)ao(X)U(X) + - -  - h(x, t )u(t )a(t )  dt = f (x ) ,  
7~ 1 t - -x  7[ 1 
respectively. We will write these equations in short form as 




Au + Ku = f ,  (2.6) 
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where A0 = aaoI + SBaI = aaoI + Sbaol, A = aaoI + BSaI, and 
if, v(t) dt, (Ku)(x)  if_, - = - h(x, t )u(t )a(t )  dt. (Sv) (x )= 7c - l  t -X  7z 1 
I denotes the identity operator. 
3. Function Spaces 
2 By L 2 = L ] ( -1 ,  1 ) and L~ = L~(-1,  1 ) we denote the Hilbert spaces of  all quadratic integrable 
functions with respect to the weights ~ = a and m = #, respectively, endowed with the scalar 
product 
(u, v),o 1 f l  = - u(t)v(t)m(t)  dt 
--1 
and the norm I lull  = <u, 2, Further, for x/> 0, we define the following closed subspaces of L~: 
2 2 L2a3,K := {u E L2~ " (u, Bf)~ = 0, i = 0, 1,...,~: - 1} if K > 0, L,~,0 := L , ,  
L2o,~:= {uEL2~" (u, t i )~=O,  i=O,  1 , . . . , t¢ -  l} i f~c>O,  LZ~,0:=L2,. 
For p,z~>0 let I(p,T) be the interval ( -1 ,  1) joined by the point 1 if p = 0 and by the point -1  
if r = 0. By Bp,~ we denote the Banach space of all functions u • I(p,'c) ~ C, for which vP'~u is 
bounded on I (p , r ) ,  where vP'~(x) = (1 -x )P (1  +x)L  The norm in Bp,, is defined by I[ul[~,p,~ = 
sup{[u(x)vp'~(x)[ • x E / (p ,z )} .  We denote by Cp,, the closed subspace of all functions u E Bp,, 
with vP,~u E C. Furthermore, let Cp, ° be the closed subspace of Co,, of functions u E Cp,~ with 
(vP'Tu)(1) = 0 if p > 0 and (VP'~U)(--1) = 0 if r > 0. 
Let P,  denote the set of  polynomials of degree not greater than n. For constants p,'c >/0 and 
a function f c Bp,z, we denote by E~'~(f) the best weighted uniform approximation of  f by 
polynomials belonging to Pn, i.e., 
EPn'Z(f) = inf{l l f  - p[Io~,p,~ " p E P ,} .  
In case o fp  = z = 0 we write En(f) instead of  E~"( f ) .  In what follows, we denote by M = {b,} and 
~g = {Cn} sequences of positive real numbers b,,c,, n = 1,2,. . .  with limn-~o~bn = lim,--.o~ Cn = 0. 
Now we can define the space 
C;),~ = (u  E Cp,~ " [[ul[p,~,a = [[u]]o~,p,~ + sup 
n=l,2, . . .  bn 
< ~}.  
Proposition 3.1. C a is a Banach space. p,z 
Proof. The norm properties follow from Eff'z(f + g)<~Eff'~(f) + Eff'~(g) and E~"(v f )  = IvlE~'~(f). 
It remains to prove the completeness. Let {fm}m~ be a Cauchy sequence in C a Since Cp~ is p,,~ • 
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complete, there exists a function f E Cp,, with l imm~ [lira--UII~,P,~ = 0. Let M = SUPmEN [[fmllp,~,~ 
and choose for n = 1,2,... a natural number m(n) by [[fm(n)- fll~,p,~<~bn. Then we get 
E~'~(f) <~E~'~(f - fro(n)) + EP'~(fm(n)) 4(1 + M)b,.  
Consequently, f E C~,~. Let ¢ > 0. Then there exists an m0 E ~, such that Hf~-fmHp,~,a<<,e for all 
l,m>~mo. For n = 1,2,... we choose l(n)>~mo, such that Uf-fl(,)[[~,;,~ <eb,. We get for all m>~mo 
E~'~(f - fm)<,E~'~(f - ft(n)) +E~'~(f,(,) -- fm)~2eb, ,  n = 1,2,..., 
which shows, that fm converges to f in the norm of C~,~. [] 
Lemma 3.2. C~,~ is compactly imbedded into Cp, °. 
Proof. C~,~ C Cp, ° follows from l imn~ bn = 0. Let ~ '  be a subset of C~ with [[/[[p,~,~ ~<M for 
all f E J /  and let Pn(f)  E P, with l t f -  Pn(f)ll~,p,~ = E~'~(f). It follows IlfvP'~ll~ <<,M and 
IiP,(f)[[~,;,~ <M1 for all f E J//, which implies IIP,(f)[l~ <<,Mzn 2m~{p'~} since, for each polynomial 
pC  0Zn, 
Ilpll~ ~<c sup Ip(x)[ (3.1) 
Ixl ~< 1--1/(2n 2) 
(see [7, Theorem 8.4.8]) We show that the functions fv  p'~, f E Jg, are equicontinuous. We have 
v p'~ E C °'~' with 7 = min{po, Zo}, where 
I'min{p, 1} if p > 0, (min{z, 1} if z > 0, 
P0= ~ 1 i fp=O,  Zo=~ 1 i f z=O.  
and set For e > 0 choose N E ~ such that MbN < ~e 
[ 1 6M2 N2(1 +max{p'z})l]lAP'ZI[ 0,7 
Then, for f E d{ and Ix -  t[ < 6, 
If(x)vP,~(x) - f(t)vP,~(t)l 
I f(x) - PN( f  ;x)IvP'~(X) + I f (t)  -- PN( f  ; t)iVP'~(t) + ]PN(f ;x)vP'~(X) -- PN( f  ; t)VP'~(t)[ 
~<2E~'~(f) + I lPN(f)l lo,vllv;"llo,,~lx - tl ~' 
1 
< U + 3g211eN(f)l l~llvP'~llo,~'~7 < c ,  
and the lemma is proved. [] 
Lemma 3.3. I f  l im,~ b,/c, = 0 then the embeddin9 C~,~ c C~,~ is compact. 
Proof. Let ~ '  C Cff,~ with ]]fHp,~,~ <M < cx~ for all f E ~ ' .  In view of Lemma 3.2 each infinite 
subset of J/g has a convergent subsequence {fm}~=~ in Cp,~, i.e., there exists an f E Cp,~ such that 
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I I f -  f~ll~,,,~ 0 for m ~ co. For each n = 1,2,. . .  choose m(n) such that I I f -  fmll~,~,~ ~<b, and 
let P,(fm) E ~n with Ilfm - -eo( f~) l l~, , ,~ --E~,'~(Tm) It follows 
[If - P.(fm)llo~,.,~ <. Ilf - fmll~,o,~ + Ilfm - Pn(fm)l]o~,p,~ ~<(1 + M)b. ,  
which means that f E C~.  Let e > 0. Choose an N with b./c. < e/2(l[fllp,~,~ +M)  for all n > N 
and an m0 such that [ I f -  fmllo~,p,~ < ½emin{minn:~,...,NCn, 1} for all m>.mo. Then, for all m>-mo 
gPn'~(f - fm)~l l f  - fm[lo~,p,~ < ½ec, for n-- 1,2,...,N, 
and 
;~ 1 for n N+I ,N+2, . . .  E.' ( f  - fm)<.(l lf l lp,~,~ + M)b. < iec. --- 
Consequently, [ I f -  fmll~,~,~ < ~ for all m>~mo. [] 
Remark 3.4. If b~ ~<constc~ then the embedding C ap,~ c C ~p,~ is continuous. 
Remark 3.5. Let p ~< p' and z ~< z'. Then the embedding C ap,~ c Cfl, e is continuous. 
In all what follows, we denote by c a constant which can have different values at different places. 
Moreover, by c ~ c(x, n, f , . . . )  we will indicate, that c is independent of  x, n, f . . . .  One can use the 
following theorem to obtain criterions for a continuous function f : ( -  1, 1 ) ~ C to be contained in 
Theorem 3.6 (Ditzian and Totik [7],Theorem 8.2.1). Let qg(x) := x/1 -x  2 and define, for r E ~ \ 
{0} and h > 0, the symmetric difference 
and the weighted main-part modulus 




[[Ullcp,~[--l+2r2h2,1--2r2h 2] :=  xE[-l+2r2h2,1--2r2h 2] 
O, 
Then we have the following relations 
;l/n dz 
E~,~(f)<<cZ12~(f,n-12-k~ ~ r ,o~,p,~ I2~o(f,z)o~,p,~--, n~r ,  
k=0 dO Z" 
and 
, xC[ - l+2r2h  2,1-2r2h2], 
r E2~(f , h)oo,p,~ <~ ch r 
lu(x)v;'¢(x)l , h < ( rv /2)  -1 
h/>(rv~)  -1 
c ~ c(n, f ) ,  
Z (n + 1)r-lEPn'~(f), h > O, c ~ c (h , f ) ,  
O<.n<l/h 
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between weighted best approximation and smoothness. (A(n, f )  ~ B(n, f )  means that there exists 
a positive constant c ¢ c (n , f )  such that e- lA(n,f)<<,B(n,f)<~eA(n,f) . )  
Remark 3.7. For x C [ -  1 ÷ 2r2h 2, 1 - 2r2h 2] the difference A~f(x )  is defined, since x -4- ½rhqg(x) E
( -1  + r2h 2, 1 - r2h 2). 
Proof. For rh > 2 -1/2 the assertion is trivial. Let rh<<.2 -1/2. The function x + ~¢p(x) is increasing 
on [0, 1 -2 r2h  2] since its derivative is positive on this interval. Thus, we get 
Ix -~ ] z 4/1 rh max + (p(x) = 1 - 2r2h 2 + ~-v  - (1 - 2r2h2) 2 
xE[0,1-2r2h z]
rh 
= 1 - 2r2h 2 ÷ ~v/4r2h 2- 4r4h 4 --- 1 - r2h2(2 - v/1 - r2h 2) < 1 - r2h 2. 
Further, for x E [0, 1 -- 2r2h2], we have x - ½rhq)(x)>1 - ½rh > -1  + rZh 2. Applying these results 
with -x  instead of x,  we also get the assertion for x E [ -  1 + 2r2h 2, 0]. [] 
Corollary 3.8. Let bn ~-- G(n) with a constant 7 > 0 and a function G • [1 0o) ~ ~ which satisfies n;' 
the followin9 conditions: 
(i) G(x)>~c for all x E [1,c~) with a constant c > O. 
(ii) There is a constant Xo>>. 1, such that G is increasin9 on [x0,oo). 
(iii) There is a constant 6 > O, such that G(x)/xr <~const/x ~ for all x>>-Xo. 
(iv) G(nm) <<. const G(n)G(m) for all n, m E ~ \ {0}. 
Let f • ( -1 ,  1) ~ C be continuous. 
(a) I f  f E C a then p,z 
r { hTa( h-1 ) /f/~ > 7}  for all h E (0,1], 
f2~(f'h)°°'P'~<'~c[[f[[m~'a hTG(h-1)(log(h -~) + 1) /f  r -- y 
where c ¢ c ( f  , h). 
(b) I f  f2r~(f,h)o~,p,~<<.Mfh~G(h -1 ) for all h E (0, 1] with a constant My, then f E C ap,~ and 
Ilfllp,,,a <<.c(Mf + Ilfll ,p, ), where c ~ c(f) .  
Proof. From Theorem 3.6 it follows 
I2~(f,h)o~,p,, <<. ch r E (n + 1)r-lEPn'Z(f ) 
O<<.n<l/h 
nr--y--e 
<~ ch r Y~ (n÷ l)r-lE~'Z(f)-}-cl[f[lp,r,ahr ~ nl_e G(n) 
0~<n<x0+l x0+l <~n<l/h 
1 
<<- cl[f[[o~,p,~ h + cJlf[[p,~,~ hY+eG(h-l) E 
xo+l ~<n< 1/h nl-¢ ~ 
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where we choose ~ E (0 ,min{1, r -7})  in case r > 7 and set e = 0 in case r = 7- Since 
1/n 1-~ = inf 1/xl-~<. fn~_l dx/x 1-~, we get 
n--1 <.x<.n 
f l /h  dx { c-l(h-~ - l)<<¢-lh-~, r > 7, 
y~ __1  ~ x 1-~ -- log(h -I ), r = 7 xo+l<~n<l/h n l -e  dl 
and assertion (a) is proved. To prove (b) we conclude from Theorem 3.6 that, for n >~r, 
~ k - . G(n)~G(2_____ k) 
EP,'*(f) <~ cEt2~( f  ,n-12-k)~p, <~cMf E G(n2~) ~cmf.._~k~= ° 2~k 
k=0 ' '  k=0 n72Yk 
<~ cMf c + k:2k21>1o ~7~ ] <~cMf- -~ c + k:2~>xo ~-  n~ 
Particularly, f E C;,~. For n < r we have Effa(f)<~c[[f[[~,;aG(n)/nL []
Remark 3.9. Let q >~ 0. Then the function 
= J" 1, x C [1,2), G(x) [ log q x, x ~> 2 
fulfils the conditions of  Corollary 3.8 with any constant 7 > O. 
Corollary 3.10. Let f be absolutely continuous on every closed subinterval of ( -1 ,  1). I f  
ftvP+l/2'z+l/2 belongs to L~( -1 ,  1), then 
EnP,Z[ f'~ <. C ljP+I/2,z+I/2 [ 4.t,~ ~j] . .~- -~n_ l  \ j  j ,  n~>l, 
n 
where c # c(n, f )  and reP+l/2'~+l/2t ¢,~ is defined in the sense of the essential supremum norm. ~n--1 \ J  ] 
Proof. Let x E [ -1  + 2h 2, 1 - 2h2]. Since x/1 -x>_.hv~>>-hv/1 +x  we get 1 - x>.hv/1 -x  2 and 
analogously 1 + x >~hx/1 -x  2. Consequently, for all t 6 [x -  ½hq~(x),x + ½h~o(x)], 
1 +x<l  +t  + Ix-  tl < 1 +t  + ½h,/1-  x:.<<l +t  + ½(1 +x) ,  
i.e., 1 4-x~<2(1 -4- t). Thus, 
fx+(h/Z)~o(x) f ' ( t )  dt vO'~(x) 
IA~f (x) lv~'~(x)  = ,x-(h/2)~(x) 
f 
x+(h/2)ep(x) 
, - -1 /2 - -1 /2  dt = ch]lf'[[o~,p+U2#+l/2. <~ cllf IIo~,p+l/Z,~+l/2V " (x) ax-(h/2)~o(x) 
It follows f2~(f, h)~,p,~ <chllf'll~,p+a/2,~+l/2 . Thus, in view of Theorem 3.6, 
EPna(f)<.c [ l/n z dr e , 12~(f, )o~,p,~ r ~< ~11/11oo,p+1/2,,+1/2. 
J o  
If we apply this with f - an  instead of f ,  where Q, E Pn, we get the assertion. [] 
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In what follows we write b. = O(n -7) if 7 E (0, 1) is a constant, such that b.~<constn -r  for all 
n :  1,2,... 
Lemma 3.11. Suppose b. = O(n-7). There exist positive constants 0 ¢ O( f ) ,  0 < 0 < ½7, and 
c ¢ c ( f )  such that, for each function f E Cfl,~, the function fv  p'~ belongs to C °'° and IIfvP'~llo.o 
 <cllflb, , , 
Proof. Let x ,y  E [ -1 ,1 ] ,  x ¢ y ,  and choose n E N such that n - 1 < I x -  yl -°<.n,  where 
0 = min{p0, r0} 
7 + 2(1 + max{p,'r}) 
(Po and "Co from the proof of Lemma 3.2). Taking into account (3.1) and Markov's inequality 
] lp' l l~<nZl[pl l~ (for all p E P. )  (3.2) 
it follows, with I I f -  P.II~,o,~ = EP.'~(f), Pn = Pn( f )  E P . ,  
I ( f  vP")(X) -- ( f  vP'~)(y)l ~< 2 EnP'~(f) + [(P.vP'~)(x) - (p.vP,~)(y)l 
+ cn llP.ll l x - ylmi"{,0,~o} 
IIflb,.,  (n-' + nZ(l+max{p'VI)lx- yl min{p°'~°}) 
IIfll , ,  (Ix - yl + Ix - ylmin{po,~o}--20(a÷maxIp,~})) = 2c IIfllo, , lx - y l  0 , 
where 0 = 70. This proves the lemma. [] 
4. Mapping properties 
By Ao and .d we denote the operators 
Ao = a#oI - SBpI = a#oI - Sb#ol and A ---- alZoI - BSId, 
respectively. 
Lemma 4.1. (Prrssdorf and Silbermann [13, Theorem 9.9, Remark 9.10]). Let p(x)  = x n + . . .  be 
a monic polynomial ofdeffree n. Then (Aop)(x) -- ( -  1);~x n-~ +. . -  is a polynomial o f  degree n - to, 
where ~c = - (2  + 2_) and (Aop)(x) -- 0 /f n - ~c < 0. Furthermore, (ifop)(x) -- ( -  l)~x n+~ + . . . ,  
where (~f0p)(x) -  0 / fn  + ~ < 0. Moreover, ifoAop = p i f  ~c<<.O and AoAop : p i f  t~O.  
If X and Y are Banach spaces, we denote by £*°(X, Y) the Banach space of all linear bounded 
operators from X into Y. In case X = Y we write in short L~°(X). 
Proposition 4.2. (cf. Pr6ssdorf and Silbermann [13, Theorem 9.17] and Capobianco et al. [4, 
2 2 2 2 Remark 3.10]). In case K>>.O, the operators Ao E ~a(L~,~,L , )  and A E ~(L~,~,Lu) are invertible, 
2 2 .4-1 2 2 where Ao 1 : -d0 E ~e(L , ,L~,~)  and = A E Ae(L,, L~,~). 
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Lemma 4.3. (cf. Criscuolo et al. [6]). Let O<,p,r < 1. There is a constant c ~ ¢(t), such that 
/11 ____ dx ( 1--_~ ) v-P'-~(x) <<.cv-P'-~(t) log + 1 t E ( -1 ,  1). 
x- - t  
Proof .  Using the inequalities 
(1 -x ) -P~<(1- t )  -p, t -x>. l ( l+t )  for xE( -1 ,½( t -1 ) ) ,  
( l+x) -~<( l+t )  -~, x- t>~l (1 - t )  for xE(½t+l ,1 ) ,  
we obtain 
[f_~[-1)/2 it  1 ]l)--p,--Z(X) 
+ +1)/2 F--71 
Since 1 -x>~½(1-  t) for x c [½(t-  1),½(t + 1)], we get 
f(t t+l)/2 1)-P'-~(X) 
-1)/2 X - t 
[(,+1)/21(1 +x)  -~-  (1 + t)-~] d x 
J(,--1)/2 IX -- tl(1 -- X)P 
f(t+l)/2 1(1 -x ) -P -  (1 -  t)-P[ [(t+l)/2 dx 
+(1 + t) -~ a(t-l)/2 Ix tl dx + v-P'-~(t) d(t--1)/2 X -- t 
[(I+1)/2 I(1 +x)  - (1 + t) -~] 
~< c(1 - t) -p J(t-l)/2 Ix t I dx 
+(1 + t) -~ f,+a)/2 l( 1 _ x)-P - (1 - t ) - ' l  log 1 - t 
J~t-l)/2 Ix tl dx + v-P'-z(t) ~ . 
The substitution 1+x = y(1 + t) leads to 
f(t t+l)/2 I(1 +X)-- ' - -  (1 + t)-' l  [l/2+l/(l+t) y--,__ 1 
--1)/2 I x -- tl dx  = (1 + t)--Zdl/2 y -- 1 dy. 
The integral on the fight-hand side is bounded for t ~> 0. For t < 0 we can estimate 
[1/2+1/(1+0 y -Z -1  dy<<c+[  1/2+1/(1+t) d e ( 2 1 )~<c(1  
J1/2 y - 1 J3/2 y - 1 = c + log 1 +------t  
Thus, 
f(t ( t+l)12l( l+x)-z-( l+t) -r '  ( log 1 - t  ) 
-1)/2 iX __ tl dx~<c(1 + t) -~ 1 + f~ . 
Analogously, we get 
L t+' )121(1-x) -p- (1- t ) -p '  (1 log f-~--~ ) --1)/2 IX tl dx~<c(1 - t) -p + 1 - t 
and the Lemma is proved. [] 
1) 
+ log ~-~ . 
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In what follows d can stand for A0 or A. Further we define 
~+ = max{O, ~x}, ~- = max{O,-cx}, fl+ = max{O, fl), fl- = max{O,-f l}. (4.3) 
Proposition 4.4. Let f E Cff_ 3_ with bn = O(n-~). Then ~f  C C~°~+ and 
.<c (ll ll   ,o n+ n-- IIJ/ll~,=+,r 
where c # c(n, f ) .  
Proof. Since Ilfll=-s-,{.-~} <cllfll=-s-,~, it suffices to prove the proposition with ~ = {n-Y}. We 
have b(x)l~o(X) = v(x)v-"-t3(x) with v(x) = b(x)/[r(x)w(x)]. Thus, we can write 
If_ v(x)-t(t) f(x)v-"-'(x)dx (Aof)(t) = a(t)#o(t)f(t) - ~ ] x 
{ f[ v-~+'-r(x) v(t) f(t)v~-,~-(t ) x~ t dx (4.4) 
7~ 1 
"~- i -11 f (x)v~-3-(x)  - f(t)v'-'fl-(t)v-~+'-fl+ (x)dx} t 
We have ]a(t)l~o(t)f(t)l <<.eNfll~,,-,,-v-'+'-'+(t) and, in view of 
f '  it - x ln - l (1  - t)-~(1 x E ( -1,  1), (4.5) + t)-~ dt<~c(1 +x) -~ +, 
1 
for q > 0 [4, Lemma 2.4], 
l_l v(x) - ~(t) f (x )  v-~'-/~(x)dx X-- 
/ <ellfH~,=-,~- Ix tl"-]v-=+'-r(x) -~+-+ - ~<<.c l l f l l~ ,~- , z -v  ' ~ ( t ) .  
Furthermore, with the help of Lemma 4.3, we get 
f ( t )v~-3-(t)  ' - - - - -  dx ~+,_~+ ( 1 -  t ) f v-=+'-~+(x) <~cllfll~,=-,p-v- (t) log ~ + 1 . 
1 x - - t  
We split into two terms the last integral on the right-hand side of (4.4), 
ft_t+(l-t)/2, ~f(x)v~-3- (x) - f ( t )v  ~ ¢]+,)/2,~ x Z~ -'~-(t) v-~+'-~+ (x)dx 
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With the help of 
[ . /t :( l+t)/(2n2)£ I /A--~+'--fl+(X) a+ + 
+ ~1 dx<~cv- ,-e (t) logn 
(1-t)/(2n a) 
(4.6) 
(cf. [4, (2.7),(2.8)]) we may estimate the last term by 
2[[fll~,~-,e- ft+(l_t)/(2n2) V-~+'--fl+ (X) _ [ x -  t[ dx<'c l l f l l~ '=- 'e -v -~+' -e+( t ) l °gn"  
Using v-~+'-e+(x)<~cv-~+'-e+(t) for x E [t - (1 + t)/(2n2),t + (1 -t)/(2n2)] and I l f v  ~-s -  IIo,0~< 
cllfll=-s-,~ for some 0 < 0 < ½7 (see Lemma 3.11), we get 
f t+O-t)/(2"2) f(x)v~-'l~-(x)- f(t)v~-3-(t) ~+ + Ilfll~-s-'~v-=+-~+(t) v-  '-~ (x )dx<~c ' . 
dt_(l+t)/(2n 2) X - t n 20 
So we have proved 
log 1 - t ) Ilfll=-,a-,~ (4.7) 
I (Aof ) ( t )v=+'a+(t ) l~c l l f [ I~,=-s -  logn + ~ + c n2 o 
Applying (4.7) with f -  P., where P. E P. and IIf- P.II~,~-,~- = E~-3-( f ) ,  we get 
1 - t "~ II f -- P, I1~-s -,~ Id0(f-P.))(t)v~+3+(t)[ <.Nc I l f l l~- 'e- '~ logn + log ] +c  
nr ~ n 20 
~<c Ilflln;a-'~ (1 + log 1 - t  
where we used 0 < 571 and Ilf - en l l~- ,a - ,~c l l f l l~ - ,e - ,~  (since E~n-3-(f - P.) = E,~-3-(f) for 
m>_.n, E~m-'a-(f-P.)~<llf- e.llo~,~-s-<<-[[fll~-,e-,.~n-'<<.llfll~-,a-,~m-~ for m < n). It follows 
I~o(f - Pn )ll~,=+ o/2,e+ o/2 ~ o 
Ilfll~-s-,~ 
n2O 
Thus, we have (in the sense of C~++o/23++o/2) 
£f -&P .  = E(AoPz+,. - -gP2 in) .  
i=0 
^ 
Taking AoP2'+'n G P2'+'n+lxl (see Lemma 4.1) and 
[[pll~,~+e+~<c max Ip(t)v~+3+(t)[ for all p EPn(n>~2)  (4.8) 
Itl ~< 1 --n -z 
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(see [7, Theorem 8.4.8]) into account, we get 
^ ~+ j~+ 
IkToP2,+,,, -~7oP~,,,Ik:<+,n+ ~< c max [AoP2i+,.(t) -AoP2 ,n( t ) ]v  ' (t) 
Itl ~< 1-(2i+ln+[~:[)-2 
< e( 2`+ln + I~1)° i~oP2i+l n _ AoP2in 1k~++Ol2,~++Ol2 
213 
2(i+l)°n° Ilfll,-,e-,~ 2-io 
< c 2~,On~llfll~-e-,~= 2°c nO . 
Consequently, 
t~o( f  - P,,)ll~o,~<+,e+ ~<c I lf l l~-,e-,.~ (4.9) 
nO 
Since AoPn is a polynomial, we conclude A~0f 6 C~°~+. From (4.7), applied with n = m k, k>~7/(20), 
and f = Pm, it follows 
I[~oPmll~,~+,+ ~ c max I(AoPm)(t)v~÷"÷(t)[ 
Iti ~< l - (m+l~l )  -2  
clIPmlI~,~-,~- 1ogm + c 
m y 
~el lPmlk=,~ logm, 
where we took (4.8), Aoe m E []:l)m+itcl and Ilemll=-a-~<2m~llemlloo,=-t~- into account. Together with 
(4.9) and IIPmll~,=-,~- <211fll~,~-,~- this leads to 
I@0fll~,=+,~+ c (llfll~,~-,~- logn + Ilfll=-,~-,~ 
n O ) " 
If we apply this with n k, k >/1/0, we get the assertion for A~0. For/1, the assertion follows from 
A f = Aof  + (SB#I - BS#I ) f  . [] 
Corollary 4.5. For each polynomial P E Dn (n >i 2) we have 
IPdPII~+~+~<elIPII~o= , l gn, 
where c ~ c(n,P). 
Proof. It follows from Proposition 4.4 and IIPll~-,~ql/m} ~<(n + 1)NPll~,~-,~-. [] 
Remark 4.6. For any constant m 6 ~ \ {0}, Proposition 4.4 is also true, if we write I I f l l~-, , -~/n m 
instead of IIfll~-,e-,~/n. 
Proof. Apply Proposition 4.4 with n m instead of n. [] 
In what follows we write n -6  : O(bn)  if 6 > 0 is a constant, such that n -6  ~<constb, for all 
n = 1,2,... Further, we write in short b, = O(n-~) ,O(bn+l )  if b~ = O(n -~) and b~ = O(b,+l) (i.e., 
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bn~<constbn+l for all n = 1,2 .... ). By ~ logn  we denote the sequence 
bl, n=l}  
bnlogn, n~>2 " 
Proposition 4.7. Suppose b, = O(n-O, O(bn+l ) and n -~ = O(bn). Then 
, "~+, f l+  1 .  
In case ~c <<. O, the assumption b~ = O(bn+l ) can be omitted 
Proof. For f E eft_ 3_ and n>~no := max{degB - 1, to + 1,2}, let Pn E Pn-~ with E~[f-  = 
I I f  - P . l l~ ,~ ,~ • From Lemma 4.1 and -~Pn ---- AoPn + (SBld - BSId)Pn it follows suCPn E 0zn. 
Applying Remark 4.6 with m ~>2gi, we get 
II (f - Pn) l l - ,~+,n+ <~e (E : - f - ( f ) logn  + I I f  - ( i f  f )  
~< ellfll~-,n-,~ bn logn, n ~>n0, 
where we used E~f-(f)~E~-'a-(f)<-llfll~-,a-,~bn, ~0,  
<<.cllfll~-,~-,~b., ~ > 0, and Ilenll~-,a-,~<<.cn~llP.II~,~-,a-. For n 
~< II~dfll~,~+,~+ and the assertion follows with Proposition 4.4. [] 
E~-f-( f )<~ Ilfll=-,a-,~ bn_~ 
< no we use Ef3+(~f )  
Remark 4.8. The sequence {b,} from Corollary 3.8 fulfils the assumptions of Proposition 4.7. 
Remark 4.9. Since d is an operator of a structure like the operator f f  (replace b, ~:, ~, fl, a, a0, #, P0 
by -b , -x , -a , - f l ,~ ,  #0, a, a0, respectively), Propositions 4.4 and 4.7 can be formulated analogously 
for ~'  instead o fd .  For example, under the assumptions of Proposition 4.7 it holds 
.~' t,-,.~' log n d E ~(C~+,~+, .~_,~_ ,, 
where in case of x >i 0, the assumption b~ = O(b~+l ) can be omitted. 
Proposition 4.10. If K E ~(C,°#+, C~_ 3_ ) with bn = O(n -v) then 
~K E JY'(C~°/~+ ), 
where :,Y'(X) denotes the ideal of  linear compact operators from X into X. 
Proof. Set Cn = n-L Then K E L#(C=°/~+, C~_ 3_ ). Consequently, in view of Proposition 4.7, ~K E 
~=+,~+ j. Now the assertion follows from Lemma 3.2. [] 
In what follows h E C~,a M Cv,;, t means that g(x,t) := h(x,t)vP'~(x)vV'~(t) E C([ -1,1]  2) and 
ht'; E C~ uniformly with respect o t E [-1,  1], where ht'~(x) = h(x,t)vv'v(t):= g(x,t)/vP'*(x). 
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Lemma 4.11. Let h E C~a M Cv,~, '. Then there exists a sequence {Pn}~°=l of polynomials P,(x, t) = 
~j=o c,j(t) xj of  degree not greater than n in x, such that c,:(t)v~,~(t) is piecewise constant for all 
j = O,...,n and 
sup I (h (x , t ) -P , (x , t ) )vPa(x )v~'~( t ) l~cb , ,  n = 1 ,2 , . . . ,  (4.10) 
x,tE[--1,1] 
where c # c(n). 
Proof.  For t E [-1,  11, let pt E P, with l iP t - hT,~lloo,o,~ = Eff,~(hT,~). Since the function g(x,t) = 
h(x, t)vPa(x)v~,~(t) is uniformly continuous on [-1,  1] 2, there is a constant 6 = 6(n) > 0, such that 
sup IPt,'(x)vP'*(x) - g(x, t2)l ~< IIP~' - h,V,'~[l~,p,, + sup [g(x,t~) - g(x, t2)l <~cb, 
xE[--1,1] xE[--1,1] 
for all tl,t2 E [-1,  1] with 16 -t2l  < 6. We choose disjunct intervals h of length less than 6 and 
points tk EIk, k = 1 . . . . .  m, such that ukm~ Ik = [-1,  1]. For t EIk we define P,(x,t) = P'~'(x)/vV'~(t). 
This polynomial fulfils the assertions of the Lemma. [] 
Proposit ion 4.12. Let v, q be nonnegative constants with 
70 - (v + c~-), 7N+l -- (g + fl-) > -- 1. 
I f  h E C~ a fq Cv,~, t then K E £#(C~+,~+, C~). 
Proof. Let u E C,+,~+. We have 
i(gu)(x)vO,~(x)l <. _1/_' [h(x,t)vPa(x)u(t)la(t)dt 
7~ 1 
< cllull , +,e+ f'_, v-{~++v)'-¢~++¢)(t)a(t)dt <ellull ,=+,r • 
Consequently, IIKull~,o,~<cllull~,=+,r. Let Pn(x,t) be the  polynomial from Lemma 4.11. Then 
Q,(x) := (1/n)fl lP,(x,t)u(t)a(t)dt_ E P,, since c,jv ~,~ E L~( -1 ,  1). With the help of (4.10) we 
get 
I(gu Q.)(x)vPa(x) I ~ 1 /1  
- - I(h(x,t)-e~(x,t))vPa(x)u(t)l~r(t) dt<<.cb.llullo~=+r. 
7~ J_ l  ' ' 
Consequently, E°.'~(Ku)<~eb.llul[~#+,~+ (particularly Ku E Cpa ), which leads to IlKullpa,~<.c 
Ilull , +,e+, [] 
Proposit ion 4.13. Let  h(x, t )  = (k(x , t )  - k ( t , t ) ) / (x  - t)  with k E C~a f3 C0,0,t and b. = O(n-~), 
n -a = O(b,). Suppose 7j>>,Ofor a l l j  = 0 . . . . .  N + 1. Then 
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Proof. From Lemma 3.11 it follows k °'° E C °'° uniformly with respect to t E [ -  1, 1 ]. Let u E Ca+,p+. 
In view of (4.5) we get 
/_1 k(x,t~-- k( t , t )u( t )  
[(Ku)(x)[ <<. c v~'/J(t)dt 
t 
-<< cllull ,=+,,+ ./_1 Ix - 
Consequently, IIKulI ,=-, - Let Pn(x,t) be the polynomial from Lemma 4.11 (k instead 
of h). Then we have 
Pn(x, t) - P.(t, t) n-1 
= Y'~d.j(t)x 1, dnj E L~(-1,  1), 
X - -  t j=0 
since 
P,(x,t)  = ~ ((Oi/oxj)P"(x't))  
j=0 \ j.1 (t)(x - t) j. 
Thus, 
1 fl Pn(x , t ) _P . ( t , t )u ( t )a ( t )d  t E P,. 
Q,(x) = ~ 1 x - t 
We choose a natural number m~>(2 + 6)/(20). With the help of (4.10) and Markov's inequality 
sup O~_P,(x,t) <~n 2 sup [P.(x,t)l, 
x, tE[-- 1,1] UX x,tE[-- 1,I] 
we get 
f_l k (x , t~-  k(t,t) P~(x , t ) -  P,(t,t)  v_~-,_p-(t)d t [(Ku - Qn)(x)l <~ cllull ,=+,r 
1 t x t 
f~_~il+~i()iilf) m) -t[o- lv-~-,-~-(t)dt) .  ~-n  2 [X
Using (4.6) (with n m instead of n and ~-, fl- instead of ~+, fl+), we obtain 
[fXl(l+x)/(2n2rn)_~_fXX~(l_x)/(2n2rn)] 
Furthermore, we deduce 
/xX ilS'i27 
Ix -- t] 
dt<<.cv-~-'-P-(x)logn, n>.2. 
f +(1-x)/(2"2~) I x - tI °-1 dt<. b. - ' - ' -P - (x ) .  I x - tI °-1 v -~-'-~- (t) dt <~ cv -~-'-~- (x) dx--(l+x)/(2n2m) Cn--~l) 
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Consequently, E~-'~-(Ku)<~e[iulloo,,+,a+b, logn, n>,2 (particularly Ku E C~-,~-), which leads to 
IIKull=-,~-,~og.-<cllu[l~,=+,~+. [] 
In what follows we will consider sequences ~ of the form 
{1 ,  n=l}  
= n-71ogqn, n>>.2 ' 7 > O,q>>.O. (4.11) 
For such sequences we write C~:q and II • Ilp,~,7,q instead of  C ~p,¢ and II • IIp,~,~ , respectively. 
As a more special case of  a weakly singular integral operator, now we study an operator K defined 
by 
/2 f (Ku)(x) a k(x, t)u(t)v~'~(t) dt b 1 = - - k(x, t ) log Ix - tlu(t)v~'~(t)dt (4.12) 1 7T -1 
(cf. [3, Ch. 2]), where we assume that a and b are real constants with a 2 + b 2 = 1, b > O, which 
implies that o(t)  = Oo(t) = v~'~(t) is a Jacobi weight. 
Lemma 4.14. I f  I" E C~ q then the operator o f  multiplication by F(x)  belongs to ~(C~q) .  
Proof. For u E C~ q and I"n, U n E ~n, n >~ 2, 
IlvP'~(ru - Fnun)[[~ <<. IlvO,~ull~llr - r . l l~ + IIr.ll~ltv~'~(u - u.)ll~, 
which implies 
EYn~( ru)  <- I lu l l+, J . ( r )  + cllrll~E~n'~(u). 
Thus, for m = 2n + 1 and m = 2n, it follows 
log q n log q m 
E~m'*(ru ) <. ---y;- (llulloo,~,~llrllo,o,~,q + ell r I1~ Ilull~,.,~) -< c - - -~-  II u Ilp,,,~,q, 
and the lemma is proved. [] 
t '7 - -P+l ,q  c--, Coot  Proposition 4.15. Let p - 1 < 7 < P for some p E M \ {0} and assume kp(x, t) E -~o,o~ ~ ' ,, 
and los(x) = kAx, x) ~ C~,o j'q, j = 0 . . . .  , p -  1, where kj(x,t) := (Oi/OxJ)k(x,t). Then 
7,q K E 5e(C~+ ~+, ¢-,r+l,q+l 
where the operator K is defined by (4.12). 
Proof. In view of Corollary 3.10 and k/(x,t) = f fk j+ l (z , t )dz  +/~j(t), j = 0 . . . .  ,p  - 1, we see that 
t "7  -- P+ 1,q the condition kp(x, t) E -~o,o.~ M Co,o,t can be replaced by 
kj(x,t) E C, ~-j+l~o,o,~ f3 Co,o,t, j = O,...,  p. (4.13) 
We will prove the proposition in this form. At first consider the case 0 < 7 < 1. For u E c~;q,a+ 
we have 
(Ku) '  = (K(1) + T1 + z¢/~0I)u, (4.14) 
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where 
/;: b/_ 1 
kl(X, t) log Ix -- tlu(t)v'#(t) dt (K (1)u) (x )  = a 1 kl(X't)u(t)v~3(t)dt - ~ 1 
-~:a(g(ol'u)(x)-b(g~l'u)(x) 
and 
(since, for d(x, t) = (x - t) log Ix - tl, 
x E [-1 + 2h 2, 1 - 2h2]. Then 
b f '  k (x , t ) -  k(t,t) (TlU)(X) - Ic(x,t)u(t)v~3(t), lc(x,t) = 
J -  1 t--x 
In view of/~o E C~,~, Lemma 4.3, and Remark 4.9 it follows 
II ~¢(k0u)11 ~-,w-,~,q+l <<.cllull~+,w÷,~,q. 
Considering 
]~l(X, t) -- ]~l(t, t) 
kl(X,t) log Ix - t I = x--t 
with/Cl(x,t) = k l (x , t ) (x -  t)log Ix -  t] and Proposition 4.13 we conclude 
K~ 1) E ~(C=+,fl+ C 7,q+l "~ 




< h<<.l/2 and 
: /~+(h/2)~(X)kl(xq-h_ ~tp(x),t/~ u(t)v~'fl(t)dt - J-lfX-(h/2)~°(x) kl (x -- ~¢p(x),h t) u(t)v~,fl(t)d t 
h 
~< Ilull~,~+,,+ l,x-(h/=)~(x) 
+ f/l(h/2)~(X) kl (x+ hqo(x) , t ) -k l  (x -h tp(x ) , t )  v-~-,-f l -(t)dt} 
<<.cllulloo,~+,a+v-~-,-a-(x) h~ log q h -I , 
where we used v-~-'-~-(t)<<.cv-~-'-~-(x) for t E [x -  lh~o(x),x + lhtp(x)] (see the proof of Corol- 
lary 3.10) and [A~h¢k°'°t(x)[<<.f21(k°'°,h)oo,o,o<<.ch~log q h -1 (Corollary 3.8). Consequently, taking into 
account hat ~b(h)= hr logqh -1 is 'increasing on (0,h0(7,q)), we get 
~1 ,, rw(1) .x  <<cllulloo~÷a+hrlogqh-i ~t~6 u,n)oo,~-3- , , • 
From Corollary 3.8 and the obvious estimate IIg~ol~ulloo,~-~-<.llg~ol~ull~<.cllulloo,~÷r, it follows 
IIg~l~ull~-,~-,~ <cllulloo,~+,r, which implies 
K~I) E ..~(C=+,fl+ , C ~:'q+l ~ (4.17) 
a~--,fl-- J " 
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In view of 
~0 
1 
fc(x,t) = - k,(¢x + (1 - ¢)t,t) d~ (4.18) 
and Proposition 4.12, this holds also true for the operator T1. Thus, together with Corollary 3.10 we 
obtain 
- - ~< log q+l n 
E~-'#-(Ku)<~C-E~n_[ ((Ku) t) .,~c Ilull=+,~+,~,q 
n n ~+1 " 
(4.19) 
Since K E ~a(C~+,a+, Co-,Z-) is obvious, the assertion follows in case of 0 < y < 1. Now assume 
that the assertion is true for 0 < y < p E N \ {0} and that the conditions of the proposition 
are fulfilled for some y with p < 7 < P + 1. Again we use (4.14) and remark that K (1) E 
L# :r'~-l'q C r'q+l ~ Relation (4.18) yields/~ E C~:'0 q N Coot. Thus, in view of Proposition 4.12, /'1 E , ,~+,f l+,  ~- f l - j .  , ,  
=.~( C~+,]~+, C 7,q+l a-,a-)" Of course, (4.15) is again valid, and it follows 
and (4.19) applies. So, the proposition is proved by induction. [] 
Remark  4.16. It is possible to generalize the definition of the numbers 0~ + and fl± in the following 
sense. Denote by ~± and fl± nonnegative constants atisfying 
=~+-~-  and ~=f l+-~- .  
Then, at different places 0~ + and fl± have to fulfil different additional conditions in order to guarantee 
that the assertions remain true. Here we give a list of these conditions: 
(1) 0~ + < 1, fl+ < 1. 
(2) a-  < 1 , f l -  < 1. 
(3) 70-  ~+ > -1 ,  7N+l- fl+ > --1. 
(4) Y0- C~- > --1, 2N+X- fl-- > --1. 
(5) If d = A then 70 - e+ > -1  and 7N+l -- fl+ > --1. 
(6) If ~¢ =A then 70-  e-  > -1  and 7N+1- fl- > --1. 
In the following one can see at which places these additional conditions are needed: 
Propositions 4.4, 4.7, 4.10, Corollary 4.5 (1), (5) 
Remark 4.9 (2), (6) 
Proposition 4.12 (4) 
Propositions 4.13, 4.3 (2) 
5.  Genera l  convergence  theorems 
Let p, ~ >~ 0 be constants with 
p~<~-, z~<~-. (5.1) 
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Further let {Xn}~l be a sequence of  partitions of  the interval [ -1 ,  1], Xn = {X,h''" ,Xnm.} with 
-1 <<.Xnl < x,2 < ... < Xnm° ~< 1, satisfying 
0 < c1<<.m----~"<<.c2 and Xnm. ¢ 1 i fp  > 0 (n = 1,2, .). (5.2) 
n x ,1¢- -1  i f z  > 0 "" 
By Ln = L x" we denote the Lagrange interpolation operator with respect o Xn, i.e., L , f  is defined by 
(Lnf)(Xnj) = f(x, j )  for j = 1 . . . . .  mn and Lnf  E DZm._I. The "weighted Lebesque constant" [[Ln[[p., 
is defined by 
[[Lnl[p,~ = sup{[]Lnf[[o~,p,~ : f E Cp,~, ]]f[]~,p,~ = 1}. 
Remark 5.1. The weighted Lebesque constant can be defined equivalently by 
[ILn[[p,~ = sup { IlLnfll~,p,~: f E Cp, °, Ilfll~,p,~ = 1 } 
and 
[[Ln[[;,~ = sup{[[L.f[[oo,p,~: f E Bp,~, []f[[~,;,~ = 1}.  
Proof. Obviously, it remains to prove, that the first supremum is not less than the second one. Let 
f E Bp,~ and define 9 7  `= S/v p'~, where S is the piecewise linear spline, interpolating fv  p,~ at the 
points x.j, j -- 1, . . . ,m.,  with S ( -1 )  = 0 ifx.~ ~ -1  and S(1) = 0 if x.,.. ¢ 1. Then, j~ E Cp, ° and 
II?ll ,p,  Ilfll ,p, . Consequently, 
IIL.fll , ,¢ = IILnj II , ,¢ sup { IIL.gilo , ,¢ : 0 E Co, °, Ilollo , ,  -- 1 } Ilfllo , .¢, 
which leads to the assertion. [] 
Let us consider the case ~c~>0. We look for a solution u E C~°#+ of (2.3) or (2.4), respectively, 
which in case x > 0 satisfies the additional conditions /~ /_I 
u(t)B(t)f~(t) dt = u(t)b(t)tiao(t) dt = 0, i = 0, 1,...,~c - 1, (5.3) 
1 1 
2 i.e., u E L~,~, or 
I f  u(t)t~a(t)dt=O, i=0 ,1 , . . . , t c -1 ,  (5.4) 1 
2 0 7,q 6,p i.e., u E L~,~, respectively. I f  we suppose that K E , , 5¢(C~+ ~+, C~_ ~_ ) and f E C~_,~_, then, in view 
of Propositions 4.2 and 4.7, this problem is equivalent o searching for a solution u E C~°b÷ of  
(I +~K)u  = d f ,  (5.5) 
where we consider the operator on the left-hand side as an operator in C~°t~+. Now, suppose that 
f E Cp~f and let K. E 5f(C~°B+,Bp,~) be an approximation for the operator K in a later described 
sence. To find an approximate solution of (5.5) we look for a polynomial u. E Pm.+~-I satisfying 
((Ao +K.)un)(X.j) = f(x. j) ,  j = 1 . . . .  ,m., 
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or 
((A -3f-Kn)un)(Xnj ) = f(Xnj), j = 1 . . . . .  m~, 
respectively, and which in case of x > 0 fulfils the additional conditions (5.3) or (5.4), respec- 
tively. Since ~(P , )  C Pn+~, n f> no (see Lemma 4.1 and use A = -40 + (SB - BS)p.I) and analogously 
zC(P~) c P~_~, n ~>n0, this problem is, in view of  Proposition 4.2, for n ~>n~ equivalent o searching 
for a solution U n E C~°fl+ or u. E Pmn+~¢-I of 
(I + ~L .K .  )un = a lL . f ,  (5.6) 
where we can consider the operator on the left-hand side as an operator in C~°tj+ or in Pm.+~-I (in 
this case, it suffices to suppose K. E ~(Pm.+~_l,Bpa), where Pm.+~-I is considered as a subspace 
of  C~°~+). Therefore, in the following we will study Eqs. (5.5) and (5.6). 
Lemma 5.2. I f  f E C~,~ with p <<. c~-, z <<. fl- then 
log q+l n 
I I~ / ( f  - Z.f)[[~,~+,~+ <<-cllfllp,~,w,q nY - - I I L . Ib , . ,  n = 2 ,3 , . . . ,  
where c ¢ c(n, f ) .  
Proof. Let Pn E ~SDmn-- , with I I f  - = EPm~-1(f) • We obtain 
[If - Z.f l l~,~-,e- ~< cl l f  - Znfll~,pa <<.cllf - Pnll~,p,~ + cllZ~(en - f)ll~,~,~ 
l q 
<~ cllZ. llp,~E~_~(f)<<cllZnllp,~llfllp,~,y,q og  n , n> 2. 
With the help of this inequality we get for m = 2, 3,. . .  
log q n 
IIf - Lnfllo~,~-,a- <<-cllLnllp,~llfllp,~,y,q---~7-o ~ for m < mn - 1, 
E~-,#-(f L~f) I 
= E~n 'a-(f)<<.cEg'~(f)<<.cllfllp,,,y~ l°gq m for m>~mn - -  1. 
m r 
Consequently, 1If -LJIl~-,e-,~,q <-..cllLnllp,~llfllp,,,y,q log q n and the assertion follows from Remark 4.6 
(with m>~7). [] 
Let X be a Banach space and A.,A E ~(X) .  We say that A. converges compactly to A (if  n 
tends to infinity) if An ~ A strongly and if u. E X, IlUnll ~< const implies that {Anun}nC~=l is compact. 
Lemma 5.3. (comp. [14, Section 3, Prop. (3)], or [4, Lemma 3.5]) I f  Tn E ~(X)  converges 
compactly to T E ~(X)  and if dim ker(I + T) -- 0 then, for all sufficiently large n, the inverse 
operators (I + Tn) -~ E 5~(X) exist and sup{ll(/+ T.)-'llx- x " n>.no}  < ~.  
Theorem 5.4. Let the followin9 assumptions be fulfilled: 
(i) g E ~.~(C~°13+,¢"Y'q+P) for some p>>.O and f E C~: q with p<<.~-, z<<.fl-. 
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(ii) The operators Kn ~ &a(C~°~+, C~r~ q) (n = 2,3,...) are uniformly bounded. 
log t n 
(iii) II(g~ - g)PIIo~,~-,a- ~<c--u-IIPII~,~÷,~÷ for all P ~ P,, where c ~ c(n,P) (l>10, 6 > 0). 
log q+l 
(iv) lim ------2nllznll;,~ = 0. 
n---* ~ n 7 
(a) Then sffL,Kn ~ ~K compactly in C,°a+ and 
logq+t n 
II(~Z.gn -~gg)ull~,=+,~+ <c - -  IIZ.ll~,~ + - -  \ nr 
log 1+1 n ) 
na Ilull~,~+,~÷ + eEl r(u) 
for all u E C~°a+ and n>-2, where c ¢ c(n,u). 
(b) I f  ker(I +~K ) --- {0} then, for all sufficiently large n, the equations (5.6) are uniquely solvable 
and the solutions u n converoe in the norm of C~°~+ to the unique solution u* of (5.5), where 
log q+l n log t+l n )  
IlUn--U*II~,=+,a+~C ([[ZnlJp,~ + 1ogP n) + n-----T--Ilfllp,~,~,q \ nr 
(5.7) 
with a constant c ~ c(n, f) .  
o y,q Proof. The operators K~ E ~(C~+,~+,C~_,~_) are uniformly bounded, since p~<c~-, r~<~-. Conse- 
N+ + quently, for u E G~+ and P, E P. with Ilu - eoll~,~÷,~÷ = E~ '~ (u), we get 
II~(gn -g)ull~,~÷,~+ ~ I I~g . (u -  P.)llo~.=+,e+ + II~(g~ -g)e.llo~,=+,a+  I I~K(P. -u)ll~,~÷,~+ 
<. cllu - e~llo~,~+,~+ + ell(g~ - g)e~llo~,~-,~- logn + c n ~ 
log/+l n ~+/~+ 
~< c n~ Ilullo~,~+,~+ + cE~, (u), 
where we took Proposition 4.7 and Remark 4.6 (with m/> 6) into account. With the help of Lemma 
5.2 we obtain 
II(~Z.g~ -~g)u[l~,=÷,~+ ~ I I~(Z.gnu - g~u)ll~,=+.~+ + II~(g~ - g)ull~,~+,~+ 
(1ogq__ +1 log/+1 n)  
~<c\  n~ nllZ"ll~'~+ n ~ J Ilull~'=+'~++cEf'r(u)" 
This implies ~Lngn -"+ ~K strongly in C~°~+ since the set of polynomials is dence in C~°#÷. Let 
u~ E C~°~+ with Ilu, ll~,~+~÷~<c (n = 2,3,...). Then {K~u,} is bounded in C~,~. Consequently, in 
f ,y,q+l view of Proposition 4.7 and Remark 3.5, {~K~u~) is bounded in ...~+ ~+. From Lemma 3.2 it follows 
that {~K~Un) is compact in C°~+. Since {~L~K~u~ - K~u~} is convergent in C°~+ (see Lemma 
5.2) we get the compactness of {~L~Knu~) in C°~+ and (a) is proved. Suppose ker ( I+~K)  ---- {0}. 
Taking into account Proposition 4.10, dim im~L~K~ < c~, assertion (a), and Lemma 5.3 it remains 
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to prove the estimate (5.7). For this end we write 
u* * = (I +~L.K . ) - ' [ ( I  +~L.K. )u*  -~L . f ]  - -  U n 
= (I +~LnK.)-~[~sf(L.Kn - K)u* +~( f  - L,f)] .  
In view of Lemma 5.3, assertion (a), and Lemma 5.2 it follows 
lo +n] 
Ilu~ - u*ll~,~+,~+ < e IIZ.ll~,¢ + n~ Ilu*ll~,~+,~+  cE~+'~+(u *) 
log q+l n 
+cllfl l~,.,~, n~ IIZ.ll~,¢, 
which implies together with Proposition 4.7 and u* = (I +~K) - ld f  the estimate 
logq+l n log 1+1 n 1 
Ilu~ - u*ll~,~+,r ~<c --~--- I IZ. l l~,~ + n-----r-- IlflJp,~,~,q + eE~+'~+(u*)  • 
_ g , - ,~ ,q+p+ 1 From Proposition 4.7 and Ilfl[=-a-,~,q+p<<.cllfllp,,,~ it follows u* : f f ( f  Ku*) E .~.+,/~+ and 
Ilu* II~+,~+,~,q+p+t <<.cllfllp,~,~,q + ellu* II~,~+,r ~<cllfllo,~,~,~, 
which leads to (5.7). [] 
Lemma 5.5. (cf Michlin and Pr6ssdorf [11, Ch. XVII, Theorem 1.5]) Let T E ~(X) ,  T. E 
~(X. ) ,  where X is a Banach space and X. cX  are subspaces of X with dimX. < c~. I f  I + T E 
5~(X) possesses the inverse operator (I + T) -1 E ~a(X) and l im._.~ l i T .  - Zllx.-~x = o then, for 
all sufficiently large n, the inverse operators (I + T.) -1 E Ae(X.) exist and sup{ll( I  + T~)-lllxo-~o : 
n>~no} < oo. 
Proof. For U n E X n we have 
I1(I + T.)unl[ >>. I1(I + T)u.l l  - [I(T. - T)unll >>- Ilu.II I1(1 + T)- ' l lx-~x - IIT~ - TIIx~-~xllu.ll. 
Thus, I1(/+ T.)u~ll ~c[[unl[, n>>-no, and the assertion follows taking into account dimX, < c~. [] 
Theorem 5.6. Let the following assumptions be fulfilled: 
(i) K E ~(Cct°fl+,C 7'q)p,~ and f E C~,~ with p<<.~-, z<<.fl-. 
(ii) Kn E ~(~m.+~-l,Bp,~), where we consider Pm,+~-I as a subspace of C~°#+, and 
I I (Kn-K)P I l~,~,~c l~nl lP I l~,~+,r  for all P E P,n°+~-l, 
where c 7 A e(n,P). 
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(iii) l im.~ (log q+l n/n~)]]L.IJp,~ = O. 
(iv) ker(I +f fK )  = {0}. 
Then, for all sufficiently large n, Eqs. (5.6) are uniquely solvable and the solutions u~ converge in 
the norm of C~°~+ to the unique solution u* of (5.5), where 
[]u~ -- u* [[oo,~+,//+ <~e lOgq+ln 
n7 [JZ.llp,~llfllp,~,-e,q (5.8) 
with a constant c 7~ c(n, f ) .  
Proof. We apply Lemma 5.5 with X = C~°~+, Xn = Pm,+~-l, T = dK  and T, = ~LnK,. From 
Lemma 4.1 and ,4 =A0 + (SB-  BS)Id it follows Tn E L~°(Xn) for n>>,no. In view of Corollary 4.5 
and Lemma 5.2 we get 
II~Zn(gn - g)unl[o<~+,ll+ ~ cll(g. - g)u.ll~,o,~llZ°lb,~ logn 
clog q+l n ~< IIZ.ll~,~llu. I1~,~+,~+, Un ~Xn,  (5.9) 
n7 
Ibd(zng - g)ull~,=+,a+ ~ clOgq+ln n~ IlZnll~,~llull~,~+,~+, u ~ X. (5.10) 
Consequently, l im,~ IIz~ - TIIx,,-.x = 0. We have T c oU(X) (see Proposition 4.10). Thus, all 
conditions of Lemma 5.5 are satisfied, and it remains to prove the estimate (5.8), since the right-hand 
side ~L, f  of (5.6) belongs to X, for n/> no. From (5.10) it follows the existence of (I +~LnK)-  1 E 
~(X) ,  n>~nl, and 
sup{N(/+~¢z.g)-~llx~x "n>~nl} < c~. (5.11) 
We define u~* := (I +f fL .K ) - I~L . f  and write (for sufficiently large n) 
u* * = (I +~LnK)-I[(1 q-J~LnK)u* -sJLnf ] - -  U n 
+(I  + ~LnKn)- ' [ (1 ^ ** q-dLnKn)u n -~L , f ] ,  
where we took u** = dL . ( f  - Ku~*) E X. into account. Consequently, in view of Lemma 5.5, 
(5.11), (5.9), and Lemma 5.2, it follows 
I1< - u* II~,~+,e+ 
<. cll(I + ~L .K  )u* -~L.fll~,~+,#+ + c]l(I + ~LnK.)u~* - ~Lnfll~,~+,#+ 
= c l ld ( f  - Ku*) -~Ln( f  - Ku*)II~,~+,#+ + clI~L.(K. - K)u** I1~,~+,~+ 
q+l • . log n 
<<-c(llfllp,~,~,q + Ilu*ll~,~+,e+ + IlUn II~,~+,e+)-----~--IlZnllp,~ • 
Since u* = ( I+~K) - l~f  and u~* = ( I+~LnK) - I (~L , f -~f+~f) ,  we can conclude Ilu* I1~,~+,~+ <
cllfllo,~,~,q and Ilun*ll~,=+,a+ <<,ellfllo,~,~,q, where we used (5.11), Proposition 4.7, and Lemma 5.2. [] 
Remark 5.7. If e± and fl± are defined as in Remark 4.16 then the assertions of Lemma 5.2, The- 
orems 5.4 and 5.6 remain true provided conditions (1) and (5) are fulfilled. 
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6. Collocation and quadrature methods 
Now we apply Theorems 5.4 and 5.6 with special operators K,. As in Section 5 we denote by L, 
the interpolation operator with respect o the partition Xn = {Xnl...Xnm,} which satisfies (5.2) with 
p~<~-, "c~</~-. In Section 5 we have seen that Eq. (2.3) or (2.4) with the additional conditions 
(5.3) or (5.4) and the corresponding approximate equations are equivalent to (5.5) and (5.6) in case 
/> 0. At first we consider the collocation method, i.e., the case K, = K. 
Theorem 6.1. Let K, = K and h C C~;~ q M Cv,q, t with nonnegative constants p, ~, v, ~ which satisfy 
p~<~- , "c~</3- , 70 - (v + ~-)  > -1  , ~N+I  - -  (~  -~- /~--) > --1. 
Suppose f C C~; q and lim,__.o~ (log q+l n/nr)llZ.llp,~ = o. I f ker ( I+~K)  = {0} then,for all sufficiently 
large n, Eqs. (5.6) are uniquely solvable and the solutions u* converge in the norm of  C,°a+ to 
the unique solution u* of  (5.5), where 
Ilu  - u*ll~,=+s+ <<. cl°gq+'n IIZ.ll , llfllo, , ,q (6 .1 )  
with a constant e ¢ c(n, f ) .  
Proof. The assertions follow immediately from Proposition 4.12 and Theorem 5.6. [] 
Theorem 6.2. Assume 7j~>0 for all j = O,. . . ,N + 1. Let Kn = K and suppose h(x,t) = 
C 7,q+~ and limn--.~ (log q+2 n/nDllz.ll=-,a- = 0 (k (x , t ) -  k ( t , t ) ) / (x -  t) with k c C~7,o~ M Co,o, t, f c ~_,~_
(p = ~-, T = ~-). I f  ker(I +~K)  = {0} then, for all sufficiently large n, Eqs. (5.6) are uniquely 
solvable and the solutions u~ converge in the norm of C~°~+ to the unique solution u* of  (5.5), 
where 
II - c l°gq+2 n [IZnll -,  - I l f l l= - ,a - , , ,q+l  (6.2) 
with a constant c 7~ e(n, f ) .  
Proof. Apply Proposition 4.13 and Theorem 5.6. [] 
Remark 6.3. Let us compare the results of Theorem 6.2 with [5, Theorem 3.1]. In [5] the case of 
constant coefficients and h(x,t) = H(x , t ) / l t -  xf ,  0 < q' < 1, is considered and it is proved that, 
for H E C°'V([-1,112), f C C °'v, and IlZnllO,O <<, c log n, 
log 2 n 
Ilu  - u* 
n ~ 
with 7 = min{v, 1 - q' - max{[~[, BIt. We can write 
k(x , t ) -k ( t , t )  
h(x, t )= 
x- - t  
226 
where k(x,t)  = H(x, t ) (x  - t ) lx  - tl -¢  . 
k E C°'r ' ([-1,112)c C r''° fq Co,o,t 0,0,x 
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Under the same assumptions it follows 
C r',o /,.-,r',l and fEC  °'r'C o,o C,..~_~_, 
where 7 '= min{v, 1 - r / '} .  Theorem 6.2 yields 
II u: - u * II~,~+,r ~ c l°g3 n 
n 7' 
i f  IILnll~-,~- ~<elogn .  
In case of h(x, t) = k(x, t) log I x - t l  = ( it(x, t) - fc(t, t))/(x - t) with/~(x, t) = k(x, t ) (x - t ) log  ]x - t l ,  
Theorem 6.2 can only be applied for 0 < ~ < 1. In the following theorem we use Proposition 4.3 
to improve the results of Theorem 6.2 in this case provided the coefficients of the Cauchy singular 
integral operator are constants. 
Lemma 6.4. I f  u E C~: q and P, E Pn such that lIP, - ull~,~,~ = E~'~(u) then, for  0 < 6 < ~,, 
log q n 
l iP. - ullp..,6,q<~C nr-~-Ilullp,~,r,q, n>~2, 
where c ~ c(6,u,n). 
Proof. For 0 < m < n we have 
{ } nr logqn 
m 6,m61°g-qm' mm>~2= 1 EPm'Z(en- u)<~cl~r gq-n lo-~n ]]Pn - -ul l°° 'P'z~crl lUl lP'Z'r 'q" 
If m/> n then 
m 6 m r log q n 
log q mEP'~(Pn - u) = m 6-r log q mEPm'~(u) <~ n 6-r ]lullp,=,w,q ~< en--7:Z-_~ I]ullp,=,r,q- 
These two estimates yield the assertion. [] 
Theorem 6.5. Assume that a E ~,  b > O, and a 2 + b 2 = 1 (which implies a(x) = Co(X) = v:'~(x)). 
/.--,?--p+l,q ~ CO,O,t Moreover, suppose that, for  some p E ~ \ {0}, h(x, t) = k(x, t) log Ix - tl with kp E ~o,o~ ' ' 
and fcj(x) = kj(x,x) E C~,j 'q, j = O,..., p - 1, where p - 1 < ~ < p and kj(x,t) = (~/8xJ)k(x,t).  
#.-,y+ 1,q+ 1 I f  f E ~_, ,_  and ker(I +~K)  -- {0} then the unique solution u* o f  (5.5), where K is defined 
("7+ 1 ,q+2 by (4.12), belongs to ~+a+ . Furthermore, i f  l imn~ ]lLn[[~- a-/nn = 0 for  some ~/ E (0, 1) then, 
for  all sufficiently large n, Eqs. (5.6) with Kn = K are uniquely solvable and 
Ilu.* - u* IIo~#+,r ~< clOgq+2 n nr+! Ilz~ll~-,a-Ilfll~-,a-,r+,~,+, (6.3) 
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as well as, fo r -1  < 6 < 7, 
• I l°g q+2 n 
Ilu; - u* II~+ fl+,f+l,q+2 ~-~c nT_ 6 IlZnl[~-,/~ - Ilfll~-,a-,~+l,q+], (6.4) 
where c # c(n , f  ,(~). 
Proof. Let r/ < r/' < 1. In the same way as the operator K (1) was  considered in the proof of  
t/',0 Proposition 4.15, we can show that K E ~(C~÷,p+,C'~_,a_) (cf. (4.16) and (4.17)), where we used 
k E C~,-o~ 'q N Co,o,, (cf. (4.13)). Thus, the existence and uniform boundedness of  (I  +~]LnK)  -1 E 
L,e(C~°/~+), n>>.no, follow from Theorem 5.4. In view of Propositions 4.15, 4.7, and Lemma 3.3 
~( C7, q /,-~ ),+ 1,q+2 -, y,q q'~7+ 1,q+2 "/,q u* 7'q we have ~K E ~ ~+,~÷, ,~+,~+ j C 3~(C~+,~+) and ~f  E ~+,t~+ C C~+,~+. Thus, E C~+,~+, 
Ilu*ll~+,~+,~,q <,cllfll~-,~-,~+~,q+~ and, again with the help of  Propositions 4.15 and 4.7, 
u* =~]( f  - Ku*) E C~++,~'q+ +2, Ilu*ll=+,,+,~+l,q+2 <<.cllfll~-,~-,~+]~+~ . 
It is easy to see that, for each polynomial Pn E Pn, 
Ilpnllp,,,~,o <<.2n~llpnllo~,p,,. (6.5) 
Consequently, if Pn E Pn with IIPn -u*ll~,~+,~+ = En~+'r(u *) then 
lien - u; ll~+,fl+,b+l,q+2 ~. C lien - u*~ II=+,r,~+l,0 ~< c n ~+1 lien - u2 II ~,~+,r 
~< c n ~+~ I1(I +z]Lng)(Pn - u: )lloo,~+,/~+ 
<~ cn 6+] (lien - u*ll~,~+,a+  II~g(f - Znf)l l~,~+,r 
+[[~(LnK - . II ,1 
Now, we have 
and 
IIPn u*ll~.~+,r <-cl°gq+2n <clog q+2n 
- n~+~ Ilu*ll~+,~+,~+],q+2 nw+l I l f l l~-,~-,~+l~+~, 
I I~](f - Znf)l l~,~+,r <c  l°gq+2 n nr+] IlZnll~-,~-Ilfll~-,p-,~+~,q+l, 
log q+2 n 
[ [d ] (Zng - g)u* oo,~+,~+ <<. c ~  I[Zn II~-,fl-Ilgu* II~-,fl-z+,~+l 
~< log q+2 n 
in view of  Lemma 5.2 and Proposition 4.15. From Lemma 6.4 it follows 
lie. - u* I1~+,r,~+1~+2 -< cl°gq+2 n Ilu* II~+,a+,~+ 1,q+2 ~- C 1og,~_+~ n II/ll~-,p-,,+ 1,q+l 
n~-~ n ,v  
(6.6) 
(6.7) 
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This all together yields (6.4). Analogously, we obtain 
Ilu* - u: II~,=+,r ~c  ( [ l~( f -  Lnf)ll~,=+,~+  II~/(L,K - K)u*l[~,=+,r) 
and (6.3) follows from (6.6) and (6.7). [] 
Remark 6.6. The proof of Theorem 6.5 shows how it is possible to get error estimates in a scale 
of norms I[.[[=+a+,a,p for the collocation method considered in Theorems 6.1 and 6.2 using Lemma 
6.4 and the inverse property (6.5). 
Now we consider the quadrature method, i.e., the operator K in (2.5) or (2.6) is approximated by 
n 
(K,u)(x) = ~ankh(x,t,k)U(tnk), U E C~+a+, (6.8) 
k=l  
where we take ank and t,k ( -1  < t,l < ..- < t,, < 1) from the Gaussian quadrature rule 
- u(t)~(t)dt ~ Q~(u) := ~,ku( t ,k ) .  
~ 1 k=l  
Here we suppose that h C C~;~ N C ~'l v,~,t, i.e., h E C~;~ N Cv~ t, and h~ ,~ E C ~'l~,~ uniformly with respect 
to x E [-1,  1], where hPx"(t) = h(x,t)vP'~(x) = g(x,t)/v~'~(t) (g(x,t) = h(x,t)vo,~(x)v',~(t)). 
Lemma 6.7. Let v, ~ be nonnegative constants with 
70- (v+c¢- )  > -1 ,  7N+i - - (~+f l - )  >- -1 .  
There exists a constant c such that, for all n E { 1,2,...}, 
n 
• "-(~++~)a - ~<c. (6 .9 )  ~--~(1 - t,k)-(~++v)(1 + ~,k~ n~ 
k=l  
Furthermore, for each u E C~++~,~++¢, 
- j_  u(t)a(t)dt  ~cL2,_  1 ~u). Q~(u) - ~ , 
Proof. Analogous to the proof of [4, Corollary 3.3]. [] 
Theorem 6.8. Let K, be defined in (6.8) and h E C~;¢ q N C a'l~,~,t with nonneoative constants p, z, v, g 
which satisfy 
p<<,o~-, z~f l -  , 70- (v+~-)>-1 ,  7N+l - - (~+f l - )>- -1 .  
Suppose f C C~ and l im,~ (log q+l n/n~)llL,]]p,¢ = O. I f ker ( I+~K)= {0} then, for all sufficiently 
large n, the Eqs. (5.6) are uniquely solvable and the solutions u* converge in the norm of  C~°~+ 
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to the unique solution u* o f  (5.5), where 
( logqZln 
IlU*n -- U*llo , +,r \ 
with a constant c # c(n, f ) .  
log t+l n )  
Ilfll , ,   (6.10) 
Proof. From Proposition 4.12 it follows K E ~(C~+3÷, C~:q). Further, in view of (6.9), the operators 
Kn E A('(C~+3+, C~fl) are uniformly bounded. Let P E ~:~n and P~-I E Pn-i with IIpx_l - h~,~ll~,v,~ = 
EV,~ ct, p,~ (x E [ -1 ,  1]). Then, from Lemma 6.7 it follows n- - l~  x ? 
I((K. K)P)(x)v;,~(x)I - hPx'*(t)P(t)a(t) dt -- = Qn(hx P ) -  x__ l  
. . l~+ +v,fl+ +~ ( l,p,zp ~ <<. ~2, - ,  V,x - ,  <<-cllh~ ' e - ~-IPI[~,~++~,,++¢ 
1 t v,¢ p,, og n 
<. cllell ,=+,a+E£_m(hx 
Consequently, 
log l n 
I I (g . -K )P I I~ ,~- ,a -<c l l (K . -g )e l l . ,~<~c- -~ l le l lo~,~+,r  for all P E P,. 
Thus, all assumptions of Theorem 5.4 (with p = 0) are fulfilled, and we get the assertion. [] 
Now we suppose h(x,t)  = (k (x , t ) -  k ( t , t ) ) / (x -  t) with k E C0~,~,~ N c~q,t . Further we assume 
m, = n + ko with a constant integer k0. For fixed x E [--1, 1 ] we define 
0nax(U) : :  ~ 17nkU(tnk), 
1 =k#d(x) 
where d = d(x)  E {1 . . . . .  n} such that IX -6dl  = min{ lx -6k[ :  k = 1, . . . ,n}.  (If  there are two such 
subscripts, we choose the smaller one.) Instead of  (6.8) we define, for u E C~+,/~+, 
(Knu)(x) = ~ ankh(X, tnk)U(tnk). (6.11) 
1 =k~d 
We remark, that K,u is bounded and piecewise continuous for u E C~÷3+. 
Lemma 6.9 (Nerai [12], Theorem 6.3.28, p.120 and Theorem 9.22, p.166). Suppose 7j = 0 for  all 
j=O . . . . .  N + I. Then 
v~+l/2'fl+l/Z(tnk ) 
¢rnk~C , n = 1,2,. . . ,  k = 1 . . . .  ,n, n 
where c ~ c(n, k). 
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7,q 7,q p o~ Lemma 6.10. Let k E C~,o, x M exists a C~,o, t. There sequence { ,(x, t)},= 2 of  polynomials P,(x, t) 
(n) i j c~j x t o f  degree <<.n in each variable, such that 
id=O 
sup Ik(x,t) P,(x,t)]<~c l°gqn - , n = 2 ,3 , . . . ,  
x, tE[--1,1] n? 
where c ¢ c(n). 
Proof .  Let ~n(~ 2) be the set of all polynomials P(x,t) of degree ~<n in each variable. Choose a 
natural number > 7. We have (see [7, Theorem 12.1.1]) 
inf sup Ik(x, t) - P(x, t)[ ~< r c(o[_l,1]:(k, I/n), n~>r, 
PEPn(R2 ) x,tE[- I,1] 
where 
o9[_1,112(k, 5 ) = max{ sup f°r(k°'°~, t , 6)0~, sup ~otKx- r¢~0,0, 6)oo} 
tE[--1,1] xE[--1,1] 
and og~o(f , 6)o~ is defined in [7, Section 7.2]. For ~o~o(f , 6)~ we have the following estimation (see 
[7, Theorem 7.2.4]): 
og~(f,6)o~<~e6 r ~ (n--k 1)~-lEn(f), 0 < 6 < 1. 
O<~n<~ l/6 
We can estimate the right-hand side for f = kt °'° and f = kx °,° in the same way as in the proof of 
Corollary 3.8 (with G(x) from Remark 3.9), and so we get 
_r t ,_0,0 ~)c~, r 0,0 1 ~°~(kxt ' ~5)°~ <c6~ l°gq t~' e%tKt , 
All this together leads to 
inf sup [k(x,t) - P(x, t)l ~<c IOgq 
PEPn(R2 ) x,tE[-- I,1] nY 
and the lemma is proved. [] 
1 0 < 6~<~. 
n 
, n~> max{2,r}, 
Theorem 6.11. Assume 7j = O for all j = 0 . . . . .  N+ 1 and mn = n+ko. Let Kn be defined in (6.11) 
and suppose h(x, t) = (k(x, t) - k(t, t))/(x - t) with k E Cdr,'o q fq 7,q ce,q+l C~,o, t f c ~-3- (P= ~-' z=f l - ) ,  
and 
lim (~-~+l°gS2n~ 
n---*oo n~ ) IIz.ll  ,a- =0.  
I f  ker(I +~¢K) = {0} then, for all sufficiently large n, Eqs. (5.6) are uniquely solvable and the 
solutions u* converge in the norm of  C=°p+ to the unique solution u* of  (5.5), where 
Ilu2 - lo n + n (6.12) 
n7 
with a constant c ~ c(n, f ) .  
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Proof. In the following we only consider natural numbers n>>.no, where no E {2,3,...} is a con- 
stant, such that l n<~2n-  m, - x + 1 ~<2n for all n>>.no. For fixed x E [-1,  1] we define p~.x E 
P2n-m.-~+l by IIk°,°(t) - k(t , t )  - P~X(t)ll~ - -  E2n_m_x+l (k° ' ° ( t )  - k(t ,t)) .  From Lemma 6.10 it 
follows E2,(k(t, t)) <<. cn -~ log q n and, consequently, E (k(t ,  t)) <<. cn -~ log q n. Thus, taking (k°'°(t) - 
k(t, t ) ) (x )= 0 into account, we obtain 
Ilkx°'°(t) - k(t, t) - (P~'X(t) - enk'X(x))ll ~ ~<c l°gq n n~ (6.13) 
For P C IZm.+~_l we set U2,_l(t ) :----P(t)(Pkn'X(t)-Pk,'X(x))/(x-t) (C ~z2n-1). With the help of 
(6.13) we deduce 
- <-- f l ,  
+lO:,x(~,,-, - h°'°P)l 
<¢llPll~,=+,r {/: k° ' ° ( t ) -k ( t ' t )  
1 x t - 
P~2.-l(t)la(t) dt + IQ~(~. - , )  - 0 ,~(~. -~)1  
p~,x(t) - pkn,X(x ) v -~- , -~- ( t )d t  
X- - t  
+ 
tx kn.X(x ) + + logq__.....~n  V-~+,-#+(tnk) 
P. ' ( t~)_--P_ V -~ ' -#( tnd)and+ nr 1=,¢d IX t.kl a.k . j  
X -- tnd 
(6.14) 
Using the mean value theorem and (3.1) we get 
k,x k,x t k,x I Pn (tnd) -- P~'X(x) = [(pnk, X),(~)[ ~<c sup [(Pn ) (t)[ <<.cnll(P . ) [[o~,1/2,1/2, (6.15) 
X --  tnd Itl ~<l-(2n) -2 
where ¢ lies between x and tnd. From [7, Theorem 7.3.1 and Theorem 7.2.4] it follows 
log q m II(e~.'X)'ll~,l/2,1/=<.c E Em(k°'°(t)-k(t ,t))<<. c E 
O<~m<<.2n 2<~m<~2n mr 
{el ~< 2, (6.16) c t -~ dt l og  q n <<. cn 1-7 l og  q+l n if 7 ~< 1. 
In case x f[ [tnl,tnn ] we have V/1 -t~2d ~<x/2max{x/1 + tnl, lx/-f--S-~--t,~}<~cn -  (this follows from [12, 
Theorem 9.22, p. 166]). Consequently, 
Pkn'X(tnd ) -- Pkn'X(x ) 1 + n 1-~ log q+l n 
~<c , x ~ [tnl,tnn]. (6.17) 
X--t,d V/1_ t2 
NOW, let x E [t,l, t,n]. We have 
(see the proof of [4, Theorem 4.1]). Since 1In <. cx/1 - t,. <<.cx/ l -  ~, 1In <~cx/-f + t,1 <~cx/1 + ~ (this 
follows from [ 12, Theorem 9.22, p. 166] ), we get I¢ - t,dl ~< e(1 -4- ¢). Consequently, 1 4- t,a <. e( 1-4- ~). 
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Thus, in view of (6.15) and (6.16), estimation (6.17) holds true for all x E [-1, 1]. Together with 
Lemma 6.9 this leads to 
X -- tnd 
( !  log q+l n)  
V-~+'-fl+(tnd)O'nd ~ CV-~-'-#-(tnd) q- n~ 
( !  l°gq+l n)  
<<" cv-~- ' -#-(x)  + n~ ' (6.18) 
where we used 1 +x<<.c(1 + tnd) (see the proof of [4, Theorem 4.1]). Now we consider the first 
term on the right-hand side of (6.14). From Lemma 3.11 it follows k °'° c= C °,° uniformly with 
respect o t E [-1, 1]. We choose a natural number m>~(7+2) / (20) .  Using Markov's inequality 
II(Pk.~)'ll~<<.cn211Pk.~[l~ and (6.13), we obtain 
11 
k°'°(t) - k(t, t) p~,x(t) - p~,x(x) 
m 
x- t  x - t  
v -~-'-~- (t) dt 
[ x+(1--x)/(2n m) <<. cn 2 Ix - tlO-l v -~- , -a - (  t ) dt 
Jx--(1 +x)/(2n 2m) 
_.}_clogqn[f~-(l+x)/(2n2") ~xx' + 1)-~-'-[3-(t)  
+ Ix t[ dt n ~ - ( 1 -x )/(2n TM ~ -- 
~c V-~-'-#- (x) l'Og q+l n, (6. 19) 
n y 
where we took v-~-,-~-(t)<<.cv-~-,-~-(x) for t c [x -  (1 +x)/ (2n2m),x  + (1 -x)/(2n2m)] and (4.6) 
(with n m instead of n and ~-, fl- instead of ~+, fl+) into account. To estimate the last term in (6.14) 
we use [9, Lemma 4.1] (which holds also true for a, since clv~'Z<<.a<~c2v ~'~) and get 
V-~+,-#+(tnk) ~< n~ V-~-+l/2,-#-+l/2(tnk) <~cv__,_#_(x) logn,  (6.20) 
r - - - -~7 a,k-.~c 2_, nix tnkl l=k ¢d IX -- Ink I l=ks~d -- 
where we also referred to Lemma 6.9. From (6.14), (6.18)-(6.20) it follows 
! log q+l n)  
II(g - g.)Pl l~,=-,a- ~<c + n-------7~ [IP[l~'~+'a+ for all P E Pm.+~c-1, 
which yields together with Proposition 4.13 and Theorem 5.6 the assertion. [] 
C y'q+l of Theorem 6.11 by Remark 6.12. In the case ~ > 1 one can replace the assumption f E ~_,~_ 
1,0 f E C~_,~_, and the estimation (6.12) holds true with Ilfll=-,a-,1,0 instead of Ilfll=-s-,v,~+l- 
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Remark 6.13. Using the definition of ~± and r± from Remark 4.16 the assertions of the following 
Theorems and Lemmata remain true if the respective conditions are assumed to be satisfied. 
Theorems 6.1, 6.8 (1), (4), (5) 
Theorems 6.2, 6.5, 6.11 (1), (2) 
Lemma 6.7 (4) 
We remark that these results allow us to weaken, e.g., the conditions on the right hand side of the 
original equation (i.e., to choose f from a greater function space), while the convergence of the 
approximate solutions is stated in a weaker norm. 
To ensure that C~+,~+ c L 2 and C~-,~- c L~ one must assume that ~++ ~- < 1 and fl++ r -  < 1. 
Only in this case the derivation of the equivalent formulations (5.5) and (5.6) for x ~>0 remain true 
with ~± and r± from Remark 4.16. In the general case one can show that the equivalence remains 
true if the original problem (2.3) or (2.4) is considered in appropriate pairs of C~-spaces and the 
additional conditions (1), (2), (5) and (6) are assumed to be satisfied. 
7. Numerical examples 
In the following examples, by L,~,~(v ~'6) (Ln(1) ~'6) = L,,0,0(v~'6)) we denote the Lagrange inter- 
7,6 polation operator with respect o the nodes Ynj, j = 1 . . . .  ,S, Zi, i = 1 , . . . , r ,  and the zeros x,k, 
k = 1 .... ,n, of the Jacob± polynomial of degree n with respect o vr,6(x), where we assume that 
y,6 y,6 
-1  <-Yn~ < "'" < Y,s < x,1 < "'" < Xn, < Z,I < "'" < Znr ~ 1. 
In each case we choose r, s, and the nodes y,j,  zni in such a way that the weighted Lebesque 
constant in the error estimates i of order O(logn) (cf. [4, Theorem 4.1]). 
Example 7.1. Let a(x)  = x /1 -  x 2 and b(x)  = -x  (i.e. c(x)  =- 1). Then we have r (x)  -- 1 and 
g(x)  = (1/Tr)arcsinx. For 2 = 2_ = 0, we get 
~=f l=½,  t r (x )=exp( l f j  arcsint ) -  n 1 t---x dt =2x/1 -x  2 
taking into account (see [11, II. Section 6, Lemma 6.1]) 
(/larcsint) /11 
i t~x  dt =( rc l °g2x /1 - -x2) '+  - l t -X  lv'T~-~-t 2 '  
f 
t 1 dt _ 
1 t xv~- t  2 0 
Moreover, 
1 1 - 
f l arcsin tand - -  dt = ~r log 2. -1 t 
2vf f  - x :  
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Table 1 











One can easily check that u*(t) = x /q -  - t 2 is the solution of  (A + K)u = f for 
4x22x(1 -X2) log l -X  ;~  -xz  f (x )  = 2(1 - x 2)3/2 _]_ -~- x/1 - x 2, h(x, t) = --_ -~. 
n n l+x  
1,o (0, ½) we 1,o ¢-,1-2~,o Indeed, From Corollary 3.10 it follows f E C~, o . For each e E have h C C~,o,~ fq---1-~,l-~,t. 
in view of  Corollary 3.10, 
hl-e,l-E(X) = ~v( l /2 ) -e , (1 /2 ) -e ( t )  
t 
belongs to c~lff uniformly with respect to t E [ -1 ,  1]. Furthermore, the function (1 - tz) -1/2 is an 
element of  ~l-z~,o since, for t E [ -1  + 2h 2, 1 - 2h 2] ~"l- -e, l - -e  , 
1 1 dh ~ ~ V 1-e,l-c(t ) << C hv-~'-~(t) <<. c h 1-2~ 
(see the proof of  Corollary 3.10), which implies 
f2~ ( ~ , 1  h ) oo,l--e,l-e ~< C h I --2e • 
f~l--Ee,0 uniformly with respect to x E [ -1 ,  1]. Thus, Theorem 6.8 (i.e., Kn Consequently, h°'° E --q ,,l-~
from (6.8)) for p = z = 0 and Ln = Ln(v -1/2'-1/2) yields (see Table 1) 
C 
Ilu  - u*llc~,l/2,1/2 <<. nl_ ~ • 
Example 7.2. Let a(x) = x, b(x) = vii -x  2 , and c(x) = (1 - -X2)  -1 /2 .  Then, for g = - ( l /n )  arccosx 
and2=0,2_  =-1  (i.e., ~c= l), we get ~=f l=0,  
( Slarcsin, l id / )  l 1 
exp - -  d t -  =2y  l~  xexp  , ° ' ° (X) - - l+x  1 t -x  2 ,t----~ -- °g]- -~x)- - - - -2 
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Table 2 












re (x )  - 
G0(x) 2 '  
t r (x) - - - -2x/~-x 2, #(x)= ½V/1-x  2. 
The function u* C L2,1 with u*(x) = x/1 - x 2 - -  8/(370 is the solution of (A + K)u = f for 
2(1  - -x  2) 1 - -x  4x 
f (x )  ---- 2xx/1 -- x 2 4X/1 -- x + log - -  
3x rc 1 +x  rc 
and 
h(x, t) - x/1 - x 
1 - t 2 " 
1,0 [--, 1 -- 2c,0 We have f C C~,ff and h E C~,o,xN~(3/2)_e,(3/2)_e, t for each c E (0, 1/2).We choose L, = Ln,l,l(vl/2'l/2), 
Ynl = -1 ,  Znl = 1. Theorem 6.8 (i.e., Kn from (6.8)) for p = z = 0 yields (see Table 2) 
C 
In the following example we consider a weakly singular perturbation kemel and approximate the 
respective integral operator with the help of the quadrature rule (6.1 1) as well as with the help of 
(6.8). Remark that in the second case no theoretical result is presented here. But, the numerical 
results seem to show that we have a lack in the theory and that further investigations are necessary. 
Example 7.3. Let a(x) =- 0 and b(x) = 1. Then, for g = -1 /2 ,  2 = 2_ = 0, we get 0e = -1 /2 ,  
/3 = 1/2 and 
1 +x  ¢~ -x  
,,(x) -- i - x '  - -  Yx  
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Table 3 
n Ilu~ - u* II ~,0,,/2 Ilu~ - u* II c~,o,1/2 
Kn from (6.11) Kn from (6.8) 
10 0.440 0.045 
20 0.225 0.023 
30 0.155 0.015 
40 0.119 0.011 
50 0.097 0.009 
60 0.082 0.008 
70 0.071 0.007 
80 0.063 0.006 
90 0.056 0.005 
100 0.051 0.005 
The function u*(t) ~ 1 is the solution o f  (A + K)u = f for 
2 
h(x , t )= lx [+[ t l - l og[x - t [ ,  f (x )=x+lx l+ l + logZ+-  
(cf. also [1, Section 7]). Then, for k(x,t)  = (x - t )h(x,t ) ,  
r,l-~,o r,l-~,o 1,o( 1,o) 
k C "-o,o,x N "o,o,, , f E C~, o C Ci/2, o 
and Theorem 6.11 gives the estimate 
c 
Ilu~ - u* 11~,o,1/2 ~< n l _~,  
i f  we choose Ln = Ln,o,l(V m'-1/2) (Y.I = -1 )  and if  K.  is defined by (6.11) (see Table 3). 
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